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• Maximum gas turbine load gradient is the main limitation during load changes

• Linear MPC shows superior performance than nonlinear MPC

• Possible to resort to nonlinear MPC when linear stress modelling is not feasible

• Proposed control methodology is able to predict stresses in thick-walled components

• Stress monitoring allows optimal and safe control sequences under tight constraints
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A B S T R A C T

In future energy markets, traditional thermal power plants are expected to cycle more to adapt their operation to
the intermittent power generation of renewable energy sources. Gas turbine load ramps and stresses in thick-
walled equipment of the steam cycle are arguably the main limitations in the flexible operation of natural gas
combined cycles. This work proposes a control strategy based on model predictive control with stress monitoring
to overcome both limitations and enhance the flexible operation of thermal power plants. The linear and non-
linear formulation of the problem included in the model predictive control strategy are described, and two
different modelling approaches for the stresses in the high pressure drum and steam turbine rotor are presented.
The results demonstrate that the proposed control strategy is capable of computing optimal control sequences
without exceeding the maximum allowable stress in critical components and the ramp rates of the gas turbine.
The comparison between the linear and nonlinear formulations shows the superior performance of linear model
predictive control and suggests that the nonlinear formulation should only be used when the stress models can
not be expressed as a linear system of equations.

1. Introduction

Atmospheric concentrations of greenhouse gases are increasing as a
result of the anthropogenic emissions since the industrial revolution
[1]. According to the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
(IPCC), the temperature increase with respect to pre-industrial levels
must not exceed 1.5 °C to limit the consequences of global warming in
natural and human ecosystems [2]. Thus, a major reduction of green-
house emissions in all sectors is necessary to migate the effects of cli-
mate change [2].

The energy sector is the main contributor to the global CO2 emis-
sions owing to its reliance on fossil fuels [3]. Renewable energy sources

have increased their contribution in recent years in an effort to reduce
the greenhouse emissions in this sector [3]. In line with this trend, more
capacity will be installed with the objective of reaching 40% power
generation from renewable energy sources by 2050 [4]. Consequently,
thermal power plants will likely need to compensate the intermittency
of renewable power generation and partly balance the load in the grid
[5–9].

Flexible operation of thermal power plants will require enhanced
cycling capabilities and more frequent start-ups and shut-downs
[10–12]. Natural gas combined cycles (NGCC) offer the fastest opera-
tion with higher performance and lower emissions than traditional coal-
fired power plants [13]. Therefore, NGCCs are expected to increase
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their share in future energy markets [10].
Gas turbine load ramps and stresses in thick-walled components of

the steam cycle are arguably the main limitations during the dynamic
operation of NGCCs [14]. Fast load ramps may lead to combustion is-
sues in the gas turbine, whilst excessive stress levels generate creep and
fatigue in the walls of the equipment and reduce their expected op-
erational lifetime. The maximum gas turbine load ramps are de-
termined by the manufacturer and depend exclusively on the gas tur-
bine model. In contrast, the stresses arising on the walls of the power
plant equipment depend mainly on temperature gradients, inner and
outer pressures, and centrifugal forces. These stresses can be limited by
an adequate control strategy [15].

Monitoring the stress development on thick-walled components
(e.g. high pressure steam turbine rotor and high pressure drum) is
fundamental to enhance the flexible operation of thermal power plants
and ensure their integrity [16–20]. Kim et al. [16] and Taler et al.
[19,20] demonstrated how the adequate control of temperature and
mass flow rates can limit the stress in a steam drum, whereas Can Gülen
and Kim [18] showed the stress development in the high pressure drum
and rotor of a combined cycle during the start-up sequence, pointing
out the critical stresses that arise in this equipment. Alobaid et al. [17]
proved that the start-up time can be reduced with adequate control
strategies using PID controllers. As a result, larger temperature gra-
dients and pressure differences built up in the equipment, leading to
stresses that could damage these components. Stress monitoring was
recommended to ensure that the proposed control did not exceed the
limits of the material but was not included in their analysis.

Traditional PID control is not suitable for flexible operation of
thermal power plants with stress prediction and monitoring as it is not
possible to impose constraints on the controlled variables. Dynamic
optimisation is a more advanced control approach where the control
sequence is the result of an optimisation problem [21]. Therefore, the
stress development can be computed simultaneously with the control
actions where constraints may be imposed. As a result, optimal start-up
sequences and load gradients that do not exceed the stress limits can be
obtained with this approach [22–24].

Model predictive control (MPC) is a control methodology based on
the periodic solution of a dynamic problem and the update of the op-
timal control actions. MPC predicts the performance of the power plant
and selects the best control action based on the current state of the
system. This control strategy can adjust the operation of the power
plant to disturbances and demand changes by solving a dynamic opti-
misation problem periodically. In thermal power plants, MPC leads to
better temperature, pressure and level control than traditional PID
controllers or control strategies based on single dynamic problems
[25–29]. In addition, Sindareh et al. [30] demonstrated the MPC ca-
pacity to control the temperature gradient in the steam turbine rotor
and reduce its deterioration. However, the application of this control
strategy is limited since deterioration depends on the stresses and not
on the temperature gradient.

The first control methodology that included stress and load ramp
limitation in the MPC control strategy of an NGCC was proposed by Rúa
et al. [15]. Linear MPC was utilized for temperature control in the
power plant and limit the stresses in the high pressure drum and the

Nomenclature

Latin Symbols

A system of equations matrix –
a responses coefficients –
B system of equations vector–
b manipulated variables coefficients–
C specific heat capacity J/kgK
c nonlinear constraints–
cv validity function centre –
d QP optimization weight vector–
E Young’s Modulus MPa
e stochastic error –
f nonlinear objective function –
h convection coefficient W/m2K
k heat conduction coefficient W/mK
M number of local models –
N time horizon –
p pressure bar
Q QP optimization weight matrix–
r radius m
T temperature deviation from design K
t time s
U manipulated variable –
u displacement m
W mechanical power generation MW
w validity function width –
y predicted response –
y response –
z vector of optimiaztion variables –

Greek Symbols

thermal diffusivity m2/s
thermal expansion coefficient 1/K

current operation point –
current measurement vector –
objective function weights –
rotational speed rad/s
density kg/m3

stress MPa
Poisson’s ratio –
validity function –

Subscripts

tangential direction
nU number past manipulated variables
ny number past responses
0 initial conditions
dist displacement formulation
drum high-pressure drum
eff effective von Mises stress
effl linearised von Mises stress
eq equality
i inner radius
ineq inequality
int integral formulation
m metal
o outer radius
r radial direction
RH reheated steam
SH superheated steam
turb first-stage steam turbine rotor
wall wall of the equipment
z longitudinal direction

Superscripts

high higher bound
low lower bound
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high pressure steam turbine rotor. The results demonstrated that the
proposed methodology was capable of computing the optimal control
actions without exceeding the maximum allowable stresses.

This work complements and expands the previous work by pro-
posing a novel stress modelling for both high pressure drum and rotor,
and formulating the problem linearly and nonlinearly. Since thermal
power plants are highly integrated by equipment with complex and
different geometries, stress modelling may lead to nonlinear systems
where linearisation is not accurate. Therefore, linear MPC is not sui-
table and nonlinear formulations of the optimal control problem with
stress monitoring are necessary to ensure a safe yet efficient operation
of thermal power plants. The two formulations proposed in this study
ensure that this methodology can be applied to all control problems and
any stress model can be embedded in the control strategy. This en-
hances the applicability range of the proposed methodology, as stress
modelling of difficult geometries can be included in a nonlinear MPC
for their application in control. Section 2 describes the dynamic model
of the case study power plant, the simplified models implemented in the
MPC, and the stress models of the drum and rotor. The control strategy
and its mathematical formulation are described in Section 3. A com-
parison between the computational performance of the linear and
nonlinear MPC formulations is presented in Section 4 with a case study
that demonstrates the capability of the proposed control methodology
to limit the stress development in the NGCC. Section 5 summarizes the
main findings of this study.

2. Power plant and stress modelling

This work utilizes several models of different complexity to describe
the stress in the equipment, predict the power plant performance and
simulate the MPC application in a modern NGCC. This section describes
the dynamic high-fidelity model utilized to replicate the transient be-
haviour of a thermal power plant, the simplified models implemented
in the MPC to estimate the future thermodynamic state of the power
plant at specific locations, and the stress models that are also embedded
in the MPC optimisation problem to avoid that the limits of the mate-
rials are exceeded.

2.1. Natural gas combined cycle dynamic model

Natural gas combined cycles with triple pressure steam cycles and
reheating are the thermal power plants that offer the highest efficiency
with the lowest emissions [14,31]. A dynamic high-fidelity model of a
modern NGCC is utilized in this work to study the performance of the
proposed MPC methodology on this type of power plants and replicate
the behaviour of a real NGCC. Fig. 1 represents the configuration of the
NGCC considered in this work. The steady state design was carried out
in GT PRO [32] because it provides detailed information of the geo-
metry of the equipment that is necessary for the dynamic model, e.g.
the dimensions, materials and number of units of the different com-
ponents.

The dynamic high-fidelity model of the NGCC was constructed using
the Thermal Power library [33] in the software Dymola [34], which is
based on the Modelica language [35]. This dynamic model is based on
first principle equations for fluid flow, includes thermodynamic prop-
erties for the different fluids in the NGCC, and switches among different
pressure and heat transfer correlations depending on the fluid state.
Pump modelling is based on maps of performance from operation data,
whilst the steam turbine model is defined by Stodola cone law. Since
the gas turbine transient performance is orders of magnitude faster than
the steam cycle, a quasi-steady state model was used to provide the
mechanical power output, and the temperature and pressure of the
exhaust gas. Software to software validation at design and off-design
operation demonstrated the accuracy and reliability of the dynamic
NGCC model. A thorough description of the modelling approach and
validation of the NGCC model is presented in the work by Montañés
et al. [36].

2.2. Simplified models of the natural gas combined cycle

Good control strategies must be capable of anticipating the domi-
nant dynamics of the system to maintain a stable and efficient opera-
tion. Therefore, the dominant dynamics of the system dictate the fre-
quency of the control actions. For control strategies based on MPC,
computational speed is the main limitation. As model predictive control

Fig. 1. Process model of the natural gas combined cycle. The nomenclature in the HRSG is as follows. E: Economizer, B: Boiler, S: Superheater, R: Reheater P:
Pressure, L: Low, I: Intermediate, H: High.
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relies on the periodic solution of a dynamic optimisation, fast dominant
dynamics require fast online optimisation and control. The dominant
dynamics of modern NGCCs with 600MW power output occur ap-
proximately in 300 s. Thus, the control actions should be imposed every
15–30 s to anticipate and meet the transient operation of the power
plant. A sampling time of 30 s was found as a reasonable trade-off
between controllability and computational time for the dynamic opti-
misation. The dynamic high-fidelity model cannot be used in the MPC
strategy because it would lead to excessively high optimisation times
for online operation with current computational power, owing to its
complexity. Simplified models that predict the behaviour of key ther-
modynamic variables in the power plant must be used instead.

Autoregressive models with exogenous variables (ARX) are linear
data-based models that can predict the dynamic performance of a
system. These models are suitable for dynamic optimisation because of
their simplicity and accuracy within the training data range [37].
System identification was the approach followed to develop the ARX
models and combined them in a local model network that can predict
nonlinear behaviour with a set of linear local models [25,38].

The data to train and test the ARX models was obtained by super-
imposing random gaussian signals (RGS) in the controllers of the dy-
namic high-fidelity model in closed-loop [39–42]. Different sets of data
were generated for each operation regime and variable, and least
squares were used to fit the training data to the general ARX model
structure:

+ + + =
+ + +

y t a y t a y t n
b U t b U t n e t

( ) ( 1) ( )
( 1) ( ) ( )

n y

n U

1

1

y

U (1)

where ny and nU denote the order of the model, y represents the pre-
dicted variable, U are independent variables, and e t( ) is a white-noise
term that enters in the regression as prediction error.

The operation regime defines the prediction range of each linear
local model. Several local models are necessary to cover the operation
range of a variable in the high-fidelity model, which normally exhibits
nonlinear behaviour. A local model network combines the local models
and interpolates their prediction according to the operating point of the
NGCC. The interpolation is achieved by associating to each local model
a validity function, which weights the contribution of the local models
to the final output depending on the operating point. This approach
ensures that neighbouring local models contribute more to the final
output than local models for distant operation regimes [25,38]. Fig. 2
represents the structure of a generic local model network.

A Gaussian validity function was selected to interpolate the different
local models of each variable [38]:
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where cvi and wi are, respectively, the centres and widths of the local
Gaussian interpolation functions.

The final output of the local model network is a combination of all
local outputs:

=
=

y t y( ) ( ) ( )
i

M

i i
1 (3)

where M is the number of local models, y ( )i represents the outputs of
the local ARX models under the conditions defined by the inputs , is
the local validity function associated to each ARX model, and is the
parameter defining the current operating point.

In this work, the variable defining the operating point ( ) was the
gas turbine load and 5 equidistant local models in the range 100–60%
were defined for each of the predicted variables. The mechanical net
power generation of the NGCC, and the superheated and reheated
steam temperatures were the predicted variables using local model

networks. The parameters of the Gaussian validity function were se-
lected by a nonlinear optimisation [25,38]. A screening of different
model orders, ny and nU , defined the ARX model structure that better
predicted the testing data for 1 and 20 steps-ahead prediction (Fig. 3).

In addition, simplified models for the saturation temperature and
pressure in the steam drum and the inlet pressure in the steam turbine
were also developed. Linear polynomials as in Eq. (4) are suitable
models for these variables as they can be directly related to the gas
turbine load.

= +y t a b U t( ) ( 1)0 1 (4)

Table 1 summarizes the structure and main validation results of the
models implemented in the MPC strategy. From these results, accurate
predictions can be expected throughout the time horizon in the dy-
namic optimisation.

Fig. 2. Structure of a generic local model network.

Fig. 3. Screening of different orders for the simplified model of the superheated
steam temperature. One step-ahead prediction in the left and 20 step-ahead
prediction in the right.
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2.3. Stress modelling

Equipment with thick walls normally suffers the largest stresses in
the thermal power plant. The main causes of these stresses are the large
temperature gradients along the walls, the centrifugal forces due to
rotation, and the high pressures this equipment must withstand. The
high pressure drum and the rotor disk in the first stage of the high
pressure steam turbine are arguably the most sensitive equipment in an
NGCC [14,18]. Therefore, it is critical to ensure that the maximum
allowable stress in those components is not exceeded during transient
operation.

Thermal stresses depend on the temperature gradients along the
wall. Thus, the temperature distribution is necessary to compute the
thermal component of the stress in both drum and rotor. The tem-
perature was assumed to vary exclusively in radial direction, reducing
the modelling of the temperature distribution to the one-dimensional
heat equation:

=
r r

r T
r

T
t

1 1
(5)

where T refers to the temperature difference respect to the equipment
design temperature, r is a generic radius, and is the thermal diffusivity
of the material.

An implicit Crank-Nicolson scheme was used to discretize Eq. (5)
and compute the temperature distribution along the walls. Different
boundary conditions apply to the steam drum and rotor disk. The im-
plementation of these boundary conditions and the mathematical de-
velopment to express Eq. (5) as a linear system of equations are detailed
in the work by Rúa et al. [15].

Stress modelling in the rotor and drum assumes plane strain and
plane stress, respectively. These assumptions are valid because the
longitudinal length of the steam drum is notably larger than in the other
two directions, and negligible in the case of the rotor disk [43].

This work proposes and compares two different physical approaches
to model the thermal and mechanical stresses with the considered as-
sumptions. Both methods rely on the constitutive equations that relate
the stress and strain, the strain-displacement relations, and the radial
equilibrium equation. In addition, the mechanical stress due to the
centrifugal force originated by the rotation enters as a body force, and
the mechanical stress due to pressure appears as a boundary condition.
The first modelling approach combines these equations to express the
stress components in terms of the radial temperature distribution and the
displacement. These expressions and a thorough description of the pro-
cess to transform them in a linear system of equations can be found in the
work by Rúa et al. and the supplementary material included therein [15].

In the second modelling approach, the ordinary differential equa-
tion obtained for the displacement is solved analytically. Thus, the
displacement is not a computed variable and the stress components
only depend on the temperature distribution, the rotational speed and
the pressure. The stress components of the drum and rotor are defined
in Eqs. (6) and (7), respectively.
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Table 1
Structure and 20 step-ahead validation results of the simplified models.

Variable Model Order R20
2

Wnet LMN (1,1) 99.95%
TSH LMN (2,2) 76.97%
TRH LMN (2,2) 92.82%
Tdrum Polynomial 86.16%
pdrum Polynomial 85.22%
pturb Polynomial 86.62%

Table 2
Validation boundary conditions.

Component Thermal Boundary Conditions Mechanical Boundary Conditions Rotation

Tinitial Ramp hi ho ri ro

Drum 340 [°C] ± 20 20000 [W/m K2 ] 0.065 [ °W/m C2 ] p = 150 [bar] p = 1 [bar] –
Rotor 590 [°C] ± 10 - 20000 [ °W/m C2 ] u = 0 [m] p = 140 [bar] 3000 [rpm]
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Linear MPC requires that the models implemented in the dynamic op-
timisation problem are linear. Therefore, the trapezoidal rule was ap-
plied to Eqs. (6) and (7) so they can be expressed as a linear system of
equations.

The von Mises equivalent, or effective, stress defined in Eq. (8) is a
scalar measure of the overall effective stress, as it is combination of the
different stress components. Therefore, a constraint is imposed on the
von Mises equivalent stress in the optimisation problem to ensure that
the maximum effective stress is not exceeded. A linearisation of the von
Mises stress, defined in Eq. (9), is used in the linear MPC formulation.

= + + + +( )r z r z z reff
2 2 2 2 (8)

= + + x( )effl
2

effl,0
2

effl,0
2 2O (9)

Model validation of the two approaches considered in this work was
carried out with the specialized software ANSYS [44]. Table 2 sum-
marizes the boundary conditions imposed to the models during the
validation procedure. Structural steel was the material assumed for
both drum and rotor as it has well-known properties. A comparison
between the accuracy of both approaches is presented in Fig. 4.

3. Control methodology with stress monitoring

Natural gas combined cycles exhibit two different dominant dy-
namics. Gas turbines have negligible dynamics and can change their
operation point within a few seconds. In contrast, the large metal mass
of the heat recovery steam generator (HRSG) in the steam cycle limits
its transient operation. The heat capacity of this bulk component leads
to dominant dynamics between 10 and 20min, depending on the size of
the NGCC. Power generation is however not limited by the slow dy-
namics of the steam cycle as gas turbines can over- and under-shoot to
compensate its slow response, leading to tight power generation control
[15].

As power control relies mainly on the gas turbine, the steam cycle
normally operates in sliding pressure mode due to the higher efficiency
of this strategy [31,45]. This type of operation keeps the admission
valves of the steam turbine close to fully open to maintain the volume
flow constant whilst the pressure of the steam cycle can vary freely.
Throttling at the inlet of the steam turbine is hence avoided until about
50% load, where it becomes necessary for the HRSG operation [31].

The control of the steam cycle between 100% and 50% load reduces
to limiting the steam temperature at the inlet of the steam turbine, and

control of the fluid inventory and low pressure in the cycle. Both tra-
ditional PID controllers and more advanced MPC strategies can be used
to ensure the adequate operation of the steam cycle [27–29,46]. In this
work, inventory and low pressure control in the steam cycle was carried
out by PID controllers [36], whereas MPC was implemented to control
the power generation of the NGCC and limit the superheated and re-
heated steam temperature at the inlet of the steam turbine. Attem-
perator valves regulate the temperature of the steam at the inlet of the
steam turbine, and the gas turbine load controls the power generation
of the NGCC. In addition, stress monitoring and control was included in
the MPC strategy to ensure that the maximum allowable stress in the
high pressure drum and rotor disk were not exceeded during the tran-
sient operation of the NGCC. Stress levels close to the limit of the ma-
terial impose restrictions on the load change of the gas turbine and may
slow down the NGCC.

In some cases, stresses in different equipment might only be ex-
pressed as nonlinear models; whereas linear formulations are ex-
clusively used in other applications. Therefore, both linear and non-
linear formulations of the dynamic optimisation problem in the MPC
strategy are presented so any stress model can be implemented. This
expands the applicability range of the proposed control methodology to
any type of control problem with stress monitoring.

3.1. Linear MPC formulation

Linear MPC solves a dynamic quadratic programming (QP) problem
every sampling time. The mathematical formulation of this optimisa-
tion problem is:

= +f z z Q z d zmin ( ) 1
2z

T
n (10a)

subject to

=A z Beq eq (10b)

A z Bineq ineq (10c)

z z zlow high (10d)

with

Q 0 (10e)

Vector z represents the optimisation variables of the optimisation
problem. These are the manipulated variables defining the control

Fig. 4. Validation results of the stress models for the two proposed approaches. A refers to the results obtained in ANSYS, Dis refers to the modelling approach based
on computing the displacement, and Int to the approach based on applying the trapezoidal rule to the integrals in Eqs. (6) and (7).
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actions (U in Eqs. (1) and (4)), the responses y associated to them, and
the temperature distribution, stress components and linearised
equivalent stress in the wall of the drum and rotor disk. Eq. (10d) in-
cludes the lower and upper bounds of these optimisation variables,
including the maximum allowable stress that the material of the
equipment can withstand.

The simplified models and the stress linear system of equations
developed in Section 2 enter in the optimisation problem as linear
equality constraints in Eq. (10b). This ensures that the solution respects
the stress physics and the thermodynamic behaviour of the NGCC. Si-
milarly, the limitation in the maximum load ramp of the gas turbine is
implemented in Eq. (10c).

During the dynamic optimisation, the degrees of freedom, i.e. the
manipulated variables of the system, are continuously modified until a
set of optimisation variables z that minimizes the objective function
defined by Eq. (10a) is obtained. Minimizing the difference between
power generation and demand, and the deviation of the superheated
and reheated steam temperature from their set-points were the objec-
tives in this work. Q and d are a weight matrix and vector, respectively.
The description of the matrices and vectors in Eq. (10) with the stress
modelling approach including the displacement can be found in the
work by Rúa et al. [15].

3.2. Nonlinear MPC formulation

The nonlinear programming (NLP) problem used in the nonlinear
MPC strategy is mathematically formulated as:

f zmin ( )
z n (11a)

subject to

=c z( ) 0eq (11b)

c z( ) 0ineq (11c)

=A z Beq eq (11d)

A z Bineq ineq (11e)

z z zlow high (11f)

where z represents the vector of optimisation variables with lower
and upper bounds defined in Eq. (11f), ceq and cineq are, respectively,
nonlinear equality and inequality constraints, and Eqs. (11b) and (11c)
are their linear counterparts. The objective function f z( ) defined in Eq.
(11a) can be any linear or nonlinear function.

This mathematical formulation adds modelling flexibility as the
simplified and stress models can enter the dynamic optimisation in Eqs.
(11b) or (11d), and ensures that the physics of the system and the
stresses are always met regardless of the linearity of the models. Eqs.
(11c) and (11e) provide the same benefits with the inequality con-
straints.

The same simplified models and linear system of equations de-
scribing the stresses were implemented in the nonlinear optimisation
problem to compare the linear and nonlinear MPC formulation and the
two proposed approaches to model the stresses in the drum and rotor
disk. Therefore, the simplified models enter as a linear equality con-
straint in Eq. (11d) and the constraint in the gas turbine load ramp as a
linear inequality constraint in Eq. (11e). In the NLP problem, the von
Mises equivalent stress defined in Eq. (8) is used instead of the linear-
ized version defined in Eq. (9) and implemented in the QP problem.
This model represents a nonlinear constraint in the nonlinear dynamic
optimisation problem.

Albeit the only difference between the linear and nonlinear MPC
formulation is the utilization of a different equation to calculate the
equivalent von Mises stress, the optimisation problem changes notably.
In the QP optimisation problem, the linearized von Mises equivalent
stress is expressed together with the models of the temperature

distribution, displacement (if the first modelling approach is con-
sidered) and stress components in a linear system of equations. All these
variables are hence optimisation variables since this system of equa-
tions is implemented in the optimisation problem as a linear equality
constraint. In contrast, the only optimisation variable in the NLP pro-
blem is the von Mises equivalent stress. As the nonlinear inequality
constraint in Eqs. (11c) does not require an entire system of equations,
only the variables of interest may be defined as optimisation variables.

Therefore, the QP optimisation problem in the linear MPC for-
mulation has more optimisation variables than the NLP problem.
However, checking whether the nonlinear constraints are satisfied re-
quires more evaluations of the stress models than in the QP problem.
Section 4 illustrates which of these two optimisation problems, and thus
MPC formulations, leads to better computational performance.

4. Results and discussion

Linear and nonlinear MPC with stress control differ on the number
of optimisation variables and how evaluate the stress models. The
computational performance of the QP and NLP optimisation problems is
crucial for the utilization of MPC as control strategy due to the limited
time to carry out the dynamic online optimisation. Thus, the compu-
tational time required by both formulations with the two stress mod-
elling approaches proposed in this work was compared for a single
optimisation.

The proposed control methodology was also tested in a case study
where tight limitations on the maximum allowable stress in the drum
were included. This reduced the operational margin of the NGCC and
forced the MPC controller to adequate the control actions imposed on
the manipulated variables. These scenarios are specially relevant in
power markets dominated by the large deployment of renewable energy
sources, where thermal power plants will most likely balance the grid,
leading to more frequent start-ups, shut-downs and faster load ramps
that will narrow the operational limits.

4.1. Computational time analysis

A dynamic optimisation with the simplified models defined in
Section 2 and a time horizon of 30 sampling times was the test case
used to compare the computational time of the QP and NLP optimisa-
tion problem. In addition, the stress models defined with the two pro-
posed approaches were included in order to compare their effect on the
computational cost. Table 3 summarizes the computational time for
each formulation and stress modelling approach relative to the fastest
optimisation.

Quadratic programming shows superior computational performance
independently of the stress modelling that is implemented. This de-
monstrates that, albeit having less optimisation variables, the evalua-
tion of the objective function gradients and the stress models as non-
linear constraints suppose big penalties on the computational cost that
lead to longer computational times. The gradients of the objective
function in the QP optimisation problem are computed analytically,
whilst in the NLP case the gradients are calculated numerically by finite
differences. This leads to an increase of performance of the linear for-
mulation. As a result, linear MPC can carry out more optimisations in a

Table 3
Relative computational time for the both MPC formulations and stress model-
ling approaches. Disp refers to the stress model based on the displacement
calculation and Int to the integral stress model.

Formulation Linear Nonlinear

Stress Model Disp Int Disp Int

Relative Time 1.88 1 41.02 27.19
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given period of time, which allows to increase the time horizon during
the optimisation, reduce the sampling time, or include more models in
the constraints of the QP problem. These modifications would result in
tighter and more frequent control actions that would improve perfor-
mance of the power plant, and could expand the stress monitoring to
other components that can also be critical in scenarios such start-ups
and shut-downs.

The stress modelling approach does not have a strong effect on the
computational time. The model based on the integral definitions of the
stress components leads to slightly faster results than those obtained
from the model additionally computing the displacement. This beha-
viour may be explained by the reduction of optimisation variables in
the integral-based approach as the displacement is not computed.
However, this approach leads to denser matrices in the linear system of
equations than those obtained with the displacement-based approach,
which are more sparse. The number of spatial discretizations along the
wall of the components is also different for each of these two modelling
approaches. Since the matrices obtained from the integral stress equa-
tions are denser due to the extra analytical development integrating the
ordinary differential equations, they have more information and hence
less spatial discretizations are needed. In contrast, the sparsity of the
matrices obtained from the displacement-based models require more
discretizations to capture the physics on the wall of the drum and rotor.
Therefore, the computational time of the dynamic optimisation is af-
fected by the number of spatial discrezations. Because of their similar
accuracy (see Fig. 4), the relative small difference in computational
time, and the difference in space discretizations needed by each model,
both stress modelling approaches are suitable for utilization in MPC
strategies.

4.2. Flexible operation with stress limitation

A load step change of 25% was the selected scenario to test the
control methodology proposed in this work. This simulates a reduction
in the power demand of 165MW that the NGCC needs to compensate by
decreasing its power generation as fast as possible without exceeding
the maximum allowable stress in the steam drum and rotor disk, and
limiting the maximum temperature at the inlet of the steam turbine.

These operational limitations were implemented in the optimisation
problem of the MPC strategy as the objective function and constraints
(see Section 3). The weights in the matrix Q and vector d of the ob-
jective function used in this simulation were = 1y1 for the power
generation, and = = 10y y2 3 for the temperature deviations from the
set-point. The penalties in the manipulated variables, i.e. gas turbine
load and attemperator valves, were = = = 2U U U1 2 3 . The time hor-
izon was 30 to guarantee that the system dynamics were captured, and
a sampling time of 30 ensured that the control actions were im-
plemented with enough frequency to anticipate the dominant dynamics
of the system. For the stress models of the high pressure drum and rotor
disk, 200 and 50 spatial discretizations were selected, respectively,
whilst 3 time discretizations per sampling time were used.

Table 4 summarizes the physical and mechanical properties con-
sidered for the drum and rotor disk [47]. Since the maximum allowable
stress presented in Table 4 was not reached with a realistic value during
the considered scenario, a reduced value of the yield stress of 125MPa
was used to demonstrate the capability of the control methodology to

predict the stress and adapt the operation of the power plant. Both si-
mulations limited the maximum gas turbine load ramp to 15% per
minute. Table 5 includes the lower and upper bounds of the optimisa-
tion variables.

Stress constraints may notably affect the operation of thermal power
plants. Fig. 5 shows how the maximum allowable stress in the high
pressure steam drum slows down the reduction in mechanical power
generation. Lower limits in the equivalent stress of the equipment re-
duce the operating region of the NGCC. The MPC strategy is still able to
compute optimal control sequences but the power ramp down is slower
than in the case with looser constraints. Fig. 6 presents the two optimal
load profiles of the gas turbine that the MPC computed for the two
scenarios with different stress limits on the steam drum. Albeit the gas
turbine load varies identically in the first seconds, the stress develop-
ment due to the transient operation of the NGCC forces the MPC
strategy to reduce the rate of change of the gas turbine load and hence
the reduction of power generation.

The stress in three equidistant radii of the wall of the steam drum
and rotor disk during the change of operation of the NGCC is re-
presented in Figs. 7 and 8, respectively. Lower stress limits change the
stress development profiles in the wall of this equipment because of the
different transient operation determined by the MPC strategy. Fig. 7
illustrates how the dynamic optimisation problem in the MPC strategy
reaches the maximum allowable stress constraint in the drum, which is
active during 300–400 s, thus inhibiting larger changes in the gas tur-
bine load and slowing the transient operation of the NGCC. The stress
profile where the maximum allowable stress is 190MPa (black lines)
demonstrates that higher limits on the material allow larger stress de-
velopments and enhance the flexible operation of the NGCC. Therefore,
the power plant can ramp down faster and meet the power demand in
less than 300 s by under-shooting the gas turbine to compensate the
slowness of the steam cycle.

Both the stress estimated during the optimisation in the MPC
strategy and the exact stress computed with the true temperature and
pressure profiles are compared in Figs. 7 and 8. The stress prediction
during the dynamic optimisation captures the tendency of the stress
development, as the different between the true stress and this predic-
tion is small. However, the stress models over-predict the effective
stress when the transient operation starts, specially in the steam drum.
This behaviour may be explained by the lack of detailed data of the
temperature distribution in the high-fidelity NGCC model, which forces
the MPC controller to estimate the initial temperature along the walls of
the equipment and provide this information to the dynamic optimisa-
tion problem. Stress prediction during the control of the NGCC opera-
tion would improve if the actual temperature distribution was provided
by the detailed dynamic model of the NGCC.

Temperature control is also affected by the limitations imposed by
the maximum allowable stress. Figs. 9 and 10 show the different tem-
perature profiles obtained during the two test cases. Tighter stress limits
lead to slower ramps in the gas turbine and more progressive changes in
the steam cycle. Slower temperature variations are thus observed in the
superheated and reheated steam. Consequently, tighter limits on the
effective stress in the equipment of the NGCC ease the temperature
control. Nevertheless, the proposed MPC strategy can rapidly limit the
steam temperature variation without exceeding the temperature lim-
itations in both test cases.

Table 4
Physical and mechanical properties of the materials considered for the drum and rotor disk.

Component Material [kg/m3] Cm [J/kg K] km [W/m K] [m2/s] [1/K] E [MPa] [ ] ho [W/m2 K] hi [W/m2 K] Yield stress [MPa]

Drum SA-515 Grade 70 7850 434 47 1.3796e−05 1.36e−5 178000 0.3 5000 0.065 190
Rotor X18CrMnMoNbVN12 7700 460 29 8.1875e−06 1.25e−5 127000 0.292 4000 – 69
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5. Conclusions

Thermal power plants will need to ramp faster and more frequently
to balance the intermittent power generation from renewable energy
sources in the future energy sector. Gas turbine load ramps and thermal
stresses limit the power generation rate. This work addresses both
limitations by proposing a control strategy based on model predictive
control with stress monitoring.

Two modelling approaches for the stresses in the walls of the high
pressure steam drum and the rotor disk of the first stage of the steam

turbine were proposed. Furthermore, both linear and nonlinear MPC
formulations were described to cover all possible control problems and
modelling approaches of the stresses in different equipment. Local
model networks of simplified models were also developed to predict
specific thermodynamic variables of the NGCC during the dynamic
optimisation.

A comparison of the computational cost of the linear and nonlinear
dynamic optimisation problems proved the superior performance of the
linear MPC formulation. Nonlinear MPC requires more evaluations of

Table 5
Lower and upper bounds of the optimisation variables.

LMN Drum Rotor

Lower Variable Upper Lower Variable Upper Lower Variable Upper

400 W 615.867 − Twall − Twall

−10 TSH 15 −0.001 u 0.001 −0.001 u 0.001
−10 TRH 15 − r − r
− pturb − −
− Tdrum − z 0 eql 69
− pdrum 0 eql 190/125
60 U1 100

−0.01655 U2 0.97345
−0.06882 U3 0.92188

Fig. 5. Mechanical power generation with different stress constraints in the
drum.

Fig. 6. Gas turbine load profile with different stress constraints in the drum.

Fig. 7. Equivalent stress in the high pressure steam drum along three equidi-
stant radii.

Fig. 8. Equivalent stress in the high pressure rotor disk along three equidistant
radii.
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the stress models than the linear formulation to compute numerically
the gradients of the optimisation problem by finite differences, leading
to longer computational times despite having less optimisation vari-
ables. Thus, linear MPC is more advantageous when is possible to em-
ploy linear models to predict the thermodynamic variables of the NGCC
and the stress development in the walls of the selected equipment. It is
possible to resort to nonlinear MPC when modelling of the stresses or
simplified models cannot be carried out with linear formulations.

The two proposed modelling approaches to estimate the equivalent
stress in the walls of the steam drum and rotor disk proved similar
accuracy during their validation. Both stress models led to similar
computational times during the dynamic optimisation. The difference
showed in Table 3 is originated by the different spatial discretizations.
Since these two modelling approaches lead to linear system of equa-
tions with different sparsity in the matrices, different spatial dis-
cretizations are required. However, both models result in similar
computational time for equivalent accuracy, pointing out that the dis-
tinguishing factor is the linearity of the optimisation problem.

To test the controlling capability of the proposed MPC methodology,
two test cases with different maximum allowable stresses in the steam
drum were studied. The stress limit in the first case assumed maximum
stresses according to the utilization of modern alloys, whilst the second
test case imposed tight limits on the maximum stress to ensure that this
limit was reached. The MPC strategy with stress monitoring was able to
compute the optimal control actions without exceeding the imposed

constraints. The gas turbine ramp rate limited the operation in the first
case as the stress limits were not reached. In the second test, the con-
straint on the effective stress was active during a period of time. These
two studies demonstrate the suitability of the proposed MPC strategy to
optimally control flexible NGCC with stress monitoring.

Low stress limits reduce the power generation flexibility of the
NGCC. When the maximum allowable stress was reached, the control
strategy decreased the gas turbine load ramps to ensure that larger
temperature gradients did not arise. As a result, the load change re-
quired more time compared to the test case where stress limits for
modern alloys were considered.

Temperature control was also accomplished with the MPC metho-
dology, limiting the maximum temperature variation to below 5 °C.
Lower stress limits eased the control of the superheated and reheated
steam temperature. Since lower maximum allowable stress constraints
lead to slower ramp rates, the temperature fluctuation in the steam was
reduced.

This work proposes a optimal control methodology with both linear
and nonlinear formulations for control of flexible thermal power plants
with stress monitoring. Overall, this study demonstrates that (1) MPC is
an adequate control strategy to include stress monitoring; (2) both
linear and nonlinear formulations can limit the maximum effective
stress in different components, and thus the proposed methodology can
be applied to any geometry (e.g. turbine blades and rotor, steam turbine
casings, piping, headers) and power system; and (3) the linear for-
mulation shows superior computational performance and should be
preferred over the nonlinear case if linear stress models are available.
Furthermore, the proposed MPC methodology with stress monitoring
can be applied to start-ups and shut-downs, as these are procedures
where large stresses arise owing to the large temperature gradients.
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